Since March 17, the LP4Y Training Centers have ceased their activities, trainings and MEI, in order to comply with the confinement measures ordered by local authorities, as well as those of the World Health Organization and the French Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs. That being said, our action are increasing day by day.

As the hours go by, many Youths who were professionally integrated (the Entrepreneurs), or who had joined the LP4Y alumni network (the Stars), get back in touch with their coach because they need support. Therefore, our teams keep a “record “, updated daily allowing a follow up, case-by-case, the needs of each of them (the Youth in the programs, STAR and Entrepreneur).

LP4Y is committed to all of them. It is an unconditional commitment, especially now that the Youth and their families find themselves in precarious situations and require the allowance issued by LP4Y to meet their primary needs : food, potable water, access to health care, and hygiene products.

Inès Cammoun, Booster Solutions and Innovation LP4Y, reporting live from the Life Project Center Cillicing Jakarta in Indonesia, to give you an update on the concrete support actions implemented in the 7 countries where LP4Y operates. >> https://youtu.be/u-6B3tD2Q9c

Pauline Delaporte, Booster Talent reporting live from Kathmandu, Nepal, tells you more about the daily life of the 130 LP4Y Catalysts and the security measures in operation. >> https://youtu.be/919fbldKQ6Q